
Galatians 6 Part 4 

 

GETTING THE GOSPEL RIGHT (GTGR): (GAL 6:1-10) 
 
The book of Galatians is about getting the gospel right. All six chapters have this as their theme. This also therefore was Paul's 
purpose for writing the letter : so that his original recipients (the churches in the Galatian region) - as well as those churches reading 
it in the future, would (indeed) GTGR. As such all the book's instruction; all the truths established by its inspired words, exist to 
elucidate and illuminate this main theme and purpose. 
 
19. GTGR requires exercising proper church discipline. 
And here then is what we have learned thus far as to what exactly that looks like (or means). It means...  
 
19.1. We deal with (versus ignore) the sins of others in the covenant community (1) . 
We are either serving justice or justice wb served ("if anyone is caught..."). 
 
Responding to the common criticism against dealing w/(or confronting) another Christian's sin: Where's the 
grace/mercy/humility/patience? = None of those terms mean (or even imply!) ignoring or forgoing the act of confronting in the 
hopes that they instead realize their sin through some other means (e.g. osmosis). Even the Spirit doing His work of conviction (Joh 
16) requires God's people (or the church) to be His mouthpiece (e.g. Act 16:14). The biblical picture therefore is: b/c of humility (i.e. 
our submission to God - Jam 4:7, 10) we deal w/sin as He commands us to; which means patiently continuing to instruct others 
through correction, rebuke, etc (2Ti 4:2) since this is the path of grace and the means of receiving God's mercy (i.e. if  we will deal 
w/our sins, and submit to righteousness, Christ will save us - Tit 2:11-15).   
 
19.2. We (as the church) must be living in submission to Christ and the fear of God (1). 
Otherwise our exercise of discipline will also be an exercise in hypocrisy (i.e. Discipline is the work of "you who are spiritual..."). 
 
19.3. We understand that discipline is one of greatest ways we demonstrate our love for one another and obedience to Christ (2). 
We carry this "burden" for the sake of other's souls (Jam 5:19-20) 
 
19.4. We do not believe that someone is above/exempt from the Law (3). 
 (3) For anyone thinks he is something [He thinks who he is or how he feels is something that should allow him to forego the 
discipline process and simply be restored], when he is nothing [Who he is and how he feels is of no value - God is no respecter of 
persons - Act 10:34], he deceives himself [IOW: they are not exempt/above the Law ! They instead do not understand biblical 
repentance/justice - the pre-requisite to restoration - Pro 28:5]." 
 
It is clear that Paul expected the Galatians to deal w/the trouble-makers in the congregation (Gal 5:10), but what about Peter and 
the Judaizers? Were they dealt w/? - or was there certain individuals (e.g. Apostles) who were exempt/above the law?   = The source 
of the gospel heresy, the Jerusalem leadership (including Peter as well as James) when confronted by Paul -and upon admitting his 
to be the sound gospel position, saw to it that letters and Apostolic ambassadors were sent to all the churches informing them of 
the error and affirming what was right (Act 15:22-32). In other words, they made their wrongs right w/ the other congregations 
(justice was served and repentance demonstrated).     
 
19.5. We expect the guilty to demonstrate their repentance by their deeds and acceptance of their punishment (4-5).   
Though implied from the beginning of Paul's instruction in this section, verse 4 is where he establishes what is expected in the 
repentance of "anyone caught in any transgression". And it begins with a demonstration of these two things: deeds and acceptance. 
As it relates to the first (deeds):  
 (4) "But let each one [Each person under discipline] test [examine]his own work [Their deeds of justice/making their wrongs right] 
that they are repentant and fit to remain or be received back into the covenant community], and then his reason to boast [His 
reason to have confidence that he will remain/be received back into the covenant community] will be in himself alone [It wb based 
on his actions/deeds  - the biblically prescribed area of assessment for determining restoration] and not in another [e[teron= 
another/other - referring to Christ]." 
 
As it relates to acceptance of this burden (equally important to the process of repentance and restoration): 
 
(5) "For each [Guilty person - "anyone caught in any transgression"]will have to bear his own load [Accept responsibility for his 
actions and begin making things right - again, the key to justice/repentance]." = One of the clearest signs a person is genuinely 
repentant, is an attitude of acceptance. They take full responsibility for their actions, and what is necessary to make it right (i.e. "the 
punishment inflicted by the majority" - 2Co 2:6). Likewise, those whose sorrow for their actions is temporary, worldly and 
disingenuous, will oftentimes display an attitude which rejects (or has a hard time) accepting such responsibility. In other words, 
they will adopt the place of victim and the complaint of personal injustice (2Co 7:8-11).  
 
19.6. We emphasize the necessity of faithfulness to the church. 
When a Christian sins (esp. in the case of a capital crime), the list of victims includes the Church since such crimes make them guilty 
also of unfaithfulness to the covenant community where they vowed their obedience to Christ. In addition, it is to the Church that 
Christ has given the authority for determining when they are again "loosed" from the present unrepentant/sinful state (Mat 16:19 
w/18:18 w/Joh 20:22-23). Hence the reason for Paul making the focus of verses 6-10, and his final point, the necessity of faithfulness 
to the church (in the exercise of discipline).  



 
In this respect, the following questions are answered by Paul: 
 
19.6.1. What does faithfulness to the church look like? 
A firm/obvious commitment to all activities related to the Body of Christ. 
 
(6) "One [The person under discipline] who is taught the word [Who claims to be repentant and therefore teachable to God's Word] 
must share all good things [Koinwnei,tw evn pa/sin avgaqoi/j = Lit. "must share IN all good deeds" = IOW: his repentance must consist 
of more than just making his former wrongs right, it must also include the practice of righteousness in relation to all things (the put-
off/put-on principle - Eph 4:22-24)] with the one who teaches [A reference to the church - the "one" charged w/teaching Christians 
(Mat 28:20), the "household of faith" (v10) - the place where the Christian Faith is explained]." = Paul's instruction (here) comes in 
the imperative, which means that the penitent must not be slack in their participation: learning, attendance, fellowship, sharing or 
service to the Body of Christ while under discipline. They will instead demonstrate their firm/obvious commitment to the church and 
her members (i.e. they will bring their "A" game!). 
 
19.6.2. Why is faithfulness to the church so important? 
Because we are what we do for the church. 
 
The common "Christian view" = I am what I believe and the church has no relevance/bearing on my eternal state/standing before 
God (including in cases of discipline -.e.g. Jesse James just before being hanged, "God knows my heart"). 
 
(7-8) "Do not be deceived [Paul again invokes the imperative mood : YOU MUST NOT BE deceived (deluded, misled, or led astray)! 
The concern is that his previous instruction  regarding the church will be taken lightly/for granted; that Christians in general will be 
deceived into thinking that who they are - or how they feel will function as effective currency before God - esp. as it relates to their 
restoration]: God is not mocked [Lit. "God will not be treated with contempt (beneath consideration)". In this context, what 
specifically  is in danger of being treated this way is again, the church. As such what Paul is essentially saying is, "Christ will not allow 
His precious bride to be treated w/contempt - as though we can somehow be faithful to Him yet unfaithful to Her".], for whatever 
one sows, that he will also reap [IOW: There wb consequences for such contemptuous behavior]. For the one who sows to his own 
flesh  [Is faithful only to himself and his sinful/selfish desires (Gal 5:19-21)] will from the flesh [From serving  his sinful/selfish 
desires] reap corruption [or destruction- as in eternal destruction, Hell (Gal 5:21; 2Pe 2:11-12; 2Th 1:9)], but the one who sows to 
the Spirit [Is in submission to the Spirit manifested in obedience to the Law and carried out through love for/service to the Body of 
Christ (Gal 5:14-16)]will reap from the Spirit eternal life [The reward of such submission to the Spirit through service/faithfulness to 
the church (Mat 25:31-46). The ecclesiology of Jesus and the apostles: no salvation outside the church (Mat 16:18-19 - Consider: the 
stability of not being the one entrusted w/my own binding and loosing! Consider also: 1Jo 1:7)]." 
 
19.6.3. How long we must be faithful to the church?  
Until we enter (or "reap") eternal life (i.e. until we leave this world behind). In other words, faithfulness to the church must be 
persevering (versus fickle or temporary). 
 
(9) "And let us [Use of the 1st person plural is meant to reinforce the fact that no one is exempt - i.e. what he is about to say applies 
to all of "us" - most especially however, those under discipline, since this is his primary reason for giving such instruction] not grow 
weary [Fail to persevere, become tired ]of doing good [In re: to the church (10 -"let us do good to to everyone and especially those 
who are of the household of faith")], for in due season [kairw /|ivdi,w| = at the proper/appointed time (Tit 1:3). In the case of those 
excommunicated, the time appointed by the church indicating the proper amount of time for that person to demonstrate 
repentance ] we will reap [Eternal life -v8] if we do not give up [Again, If we persevere. The fact that Paul essentially repeats what 
he just said ("let us not grow weary") as well as states it here as a conditional ("we will reap IF..."), emphasizes just how important 
this particular piece (persevering faithfulness to the church)is in the assessment of those "caught in any transgression" and 
attempting to demonstrate repentance. ]." = As such, Paul's instruction to those "caught in any transgression" is clear: since 
abiding/persevering faithfulness to the church is the expected practice of those who remain in covenant relationship w/ God (again 
Mat 25:31-46; see also Dan 9:4), the same is expected of those attempting to demonstrate their repentance; hence his instruction to 
Timothy regarding those under discipline in Ephesus (1Ti 5:22-25).  
 
What the antithesis of this verse teaches us = There is no early retirement from the Christian life (e.g. person is faithful to Christ and 
His Church for the majority of their life, yet in their last few years leaves the Church; A.W. Pink? Eze 18:24)  
 
19.6.4. When are we to demonstrate faithfulness to the church?  
As much as we have "opportunity". 
 
(10) "So then as we have opportunity [A set of circumstances that makes it possible to do something.], let us do good..." = Paul 
does not see faithfulness for the guilty/penitent as something relative to their former state (prior to committing the crime), but 
rather as the wake-up call to now be what they (may never) have been before: a person whose life is now among the best examples 
of someone who loves/serves the Body of Christ.  It is (once more) their A-game" Paul expects, if they are to remain/received back 
into the covenant community.   
 
The broader importance of these verses (4-10) = Paul's concern  that the penitent demonstrate faithfulness to the church as a means 
of proving  their repentance becomes yet another  - among the many voices in Scripture, which emphasize faithfulness to the church 
as a part of what it means to be saved.  This can be easily discerned when one considers how  entirely hypocritical it would be for 
Paul to expect such a commitment from those under discipline without the same being true for their examples: the church's 
disciples.   
 


